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George Moore: Women in Black  
 
They stand around an open pit  
they seem to be surveying the cloth  
 
mud stained as it is and common   
corduroy the sweat soaked shirts   
 
remembered from the fields  
and they pick and choose who   
 
can be named by colour or cloth  
for the features have vanished  
 
in seasons since the war  
in the Courland Corridor   
 
or Srebrenica or the fields   
of the Khmer Rouge  
 
and American College of Merzifon  
where one stands over a basement  
 
full of living Armenian girls  
preparing for a violent world  
 
but who escaped to tell their tales  
the women in black the night’s  
 
true memory the human chain  
and that one woman hiding all  



 
whose name I carry  
up out of the earth alive   
  



Cathy Bryant: The People of Times and Places 
 
Mummies and Daddies owned shops 
or worked in schools and libraries; 
little girls wrote diaries. 
 
Nazis caught colds and blew 
their noses, or sweated in the heat 
and drank beer. 
 
Parents frowned at the price of food, 
as we do now, and they worried 
about their children. 
 
Children played war games  
and hospital games 
and called each other names. 
 
Governments made speeches 
and took resolutions 
and actions were planned. 
 
Boys and men fought 
and women did their jobs as well 
as their own; children were taught. 
 
People who sighed for far-off holidays 
fitted gas chambers, while my aunts 
made bombs in British factories. 
 
  



Even mass murderers get itchy backs. 
They blame others more than we do. 
We have all been frightened of monsters. 
Humanity goes on, the same, 
the everyday reassuring horror. It's true. 
 
 

  



Rachel Mawhinney: Sztutowo  
 
Where the dust cannot settle,  
the land is still trembling.  
Fields that once grew free 
and filled with marsh  
and dense brown forest, 
became a dry yawn of land  
outlined by men and women. 
Keeper of the wind, Aeolus  
spun sand to make the Vistula Spit,  
a thin nail  
hanging to the land, hanging to the sea. 
Like Parthenopaeus,  
they started a march that night, 
and walked those who still could,  
down to the waves of the Baltic. 
Machine gun bullets cut through 
crest and chest, darting 
black gobies in the shade. 
There are those who,  
even in defeat, will not let loose, 
but spend their last moments 
digging their sickness 
into the soil.  
For those dark hearts,  
this was no more than 
pulling the flesh from dates,  
and throwing the stones 
into black water. 
 



Rachel Mawhinney: The Snow Globe 
 
Beneath the tree, sits a round silken ball with a snowy world  

hidden inside.  
Someone has taken great care in its wrapping, the brown wax  

paper  
fitting snug and tied with string. 
A gift from mother, you think. 
 
One shake of the snow globe set fall a dust of tiny flakes on the  

boy and girl.  
They stood amidst the whitening flurry, a sled between them,  

but otherwise, alone. 
How it mesmerised you. 
 
It was a month later when you presented yourself at the gates.  
They fanned out like two great, black wings  
beneath the squat wooden watch tower, 
a dark welcome.  
 
A sandwich lay in your tin carrier, your polished shoes landing  

flatly 
on the filthy ground. And then the sound and the smell, 
as you checked in for the day, noting your tasks.  
The mundaneness of suffering.  
 
Each camp had its own unique traits of absolute cruelty. At  

Stutthof,  
it was the trick of telling prisoners to come into the room  
and have their height measured.  
But instead, they were shot through the neck.  



 
After a while it was just another indecency, and when other girls  
were wrapping their hair in braids and talking about boys,  
you were taking notes and names, 
and bringing the commandant his tea.  
 
As you wrote down those names on one of your lists;  
Samuel, Ruth, Renata, Joseph; 
did you think of the boy and girl with their sled?  
And when you held that list,  
 
did it feel, even for a moment, 
like the silken wrapping of the snowglobe, 
when it was placed in your hands 
that Christmas morning.  

  



Barbara Krasner: I Scour the Face of an 
Elderly Gentleman 
 
with brocaded coat collar and walking stick 
on the streets of Konstanz.  
 
Was it you who killed my family? 
Were you a member of a killing squad? 
Were you a guard at Treblinka or Belzec? 
Do you remember my cousin, Rina, 
the partisan, in her khaki clothes? 
 
Or were you used to seeing us naked 
with only the tattooed number as  
identifier? Did you pull out gold teeth? 
Was it you who killed my family? 
Or did you betray the family in the flat 
next to you? Did you steal their linen 
tablecloths and lie about the monogram? 
 
Did you gouge the mezuzah from the doorpost 
and claim the house or flat as your own? 
Did you tell yourself we weren’t human? 
That we were unworthy of life? 
 
Was it you who killed my family? Your 
gaze meets mine and you tip your 
cap. You mutter, “Guten Morgen,” 
  



and I reply in kind. Maybe it wasn’t 
you who killed my family. But I bet 
you knew about it just the same. 
  



Barbara Krasner: Ordinary 
 
Ordinary things are patient, I’ve noticed. 

The minute hand on the wall clock 
Dirty clothes waiting to be washed 
Ancestor portraits framed in wood 

Ordinary places become home 
Ordinary people are friends and neighbors 
Ordinary people keep family secrets of scandal 
 Of children born of love and not negotiated matches 
 Of marriages in name only 
 Of inherited Jewish blood  
Ordinary people blindly follow orders 
Take up scythes of hatred 
Thrash heinous crimes 
Deny what they have done 
Ordinary things should not be patient, I say. 
My desk should become a platform for speaking out 
My pen a vehicle for witness 
My voice a means of condemnation 
Ordinary means idly standing by 
Saying nothing 
 
  



Barbara Krasner: Bosnian Village, 1995 
 
We were playing that day 
until we heard screaming 
whistles from above. They hit 
the hill. We older ones scattered 
to cover the younger ones. We chattered 
into our mothers’ arms. “Take the pears,”  
they cried, pressing them into our throbbing 
hands from the tree in front of our building. 
 
“I’ve come to say goodbye,” our neighbour  
said. “Take the pears,” the mothers insisted.  
We filled his pockets as he left for war. 
He never came back to his son or to eat more pears. 
 
We were forced to move away. Two years 
later, we returned to shattered home. 
The pear tree lay splattered and splayed across the yard. 
  



Fran Markover: Six Pillars 
(New England Holocaust Memorial, Boston) 
  
 
All have tattooed numbers on the glass 
for the shatterings. Have steam rising 
from underground grates, lights sown 
into stars. Tall as smokestacks, kindled 
by sun, the towers become menorahs, 
branches inflaming urban sky. On one, 
a story is etched about flesh and seed, 
two children in Sobibor: Ilse, unfurling 
her fist, forming a cup for friend Gerta. 
Ilse’s deliverance: a single raspberry  
plated on a leaf, her sole possession, 
kindness blossoming. Juices re-savored 
in boxcars and barracks, on last crossings 
through deep snow when all an inmate 
could carry was remembrance: fruits 
from a garden, smothered with cream. 
  



Fran Markover: Shoes  
(after visiting the shoe exhibit at the Holocaust Memorial 
Museum, Washington, D.C.) 
 
In front of me, 
    a telling mound of shoes, 
    moldy, unclaimed, 
    but it is apples I think of, 
    stacked slices in moist pies, 
    grandmother, perfumed 
    with cinnamon, 
    feeding me, patting 
    my honeyed hands, 
    then reaching  
    for a boy’s picture. 
    His name is Levi, 
    she reminisces, 
    her sister Clara’s son. 
    He is dressed for winter 
    in a furry coat and hat, 
    cumbersome shoes, 
    a prescient pout. 
    I don these memories 
    while I witness 
    the rotting shoes, 
    visit with them, 
    cherish them, 
    as if their tongues 
    were alive 
    and could say, 
    these shoes were Levi’s 



    these Clara’s, 
    as if the leather 
    was appleflesh, the fruit 
    fragrant past its fall.         
                                           
  



Carol Coven Grannick: Klezmer 
 
I never saw so many people  
sit so still 
so many faces 
so serious listening  
to Klezmer in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Temple. 
 
But then there we were 
me and oh, God, there goes 
my foot 
it’s tapping 
my husband’s knees jiggling 
my mother’s hands clapping –  
 
Help! 
 
The others applaud politely  
but we Jews 
are out of control we Jews  
who remember death  
as if it could come at any time 
 
sing  
in the silence  
of a cool  
Presbyterian evening. 
  



John Caulfield: Bearers of Secrets 
 
from the time We were of those chosen 
to wear the despised skin of the dead 
and enter the very gates of hell 
We were no less human no less the victim. 
 
He kept Me alive through those days 
though I feared Him even then 
I was a musician, that was all I knew 
He would survive that's all He knew. 
 
I was sent with others to play again 
and for a moment the music was life 
a prayer that could never be spoken 
till the screaming chilled Our souls. 
 
then the orders to begin the work 
to pull apart the tangled flesh 
and feed the insatiable ovens 
humanity pleading in smoke and ash. 
 
each morning My music cried without tears 
each evening He said eat your bread, survive 
and We did and that was the worst of it 
to carry the burden of those tormented souls. 
 
We survived, We few amongst the few 
to speak of these things, Our shame 
and to ask those who would judge Us 
and what would You have done? 



 
I want to hide from His memories now 
but He says He will never let Us forget 
I fear Him still 
for His memories are My memories. 
 
Of several thousand Sonderkommando 
fewer than 20 are known to have survived. 
Gunther Anders was a survivor, 
he wrote the poem “And What Would You Have Done?” 
 
  



Ellen Sazzman: Before the Unique Thrift 
Shop is Torn Down 
 
I wander the uneven aisles looking for bargains. 
The thrift shop’s going out of business and so 
am I, giving up on finding whatever it is 
I’ve come for. Clearly it’s not here, 
not the Tiny Tears doll I hugged so tight 
she fell apart, or the yellow ponytail I cut off 
Barbie, or my father’s black curls 
lost somewhere on the Pacific front 
before I knew him. 
 
Not the silver candlestick missing from the pair 
my mother snuck out of Poland 
ahead of the Germans,  
or the ivory mahjong set my father brought home 
after V-E Day to make amends, 
tiles clicking, clacking, 
or her stiletto alligator heels tapping, 
ticking through my nights, 
 
or the pink jewellery box, an only child’s  
7th birthday present opening  
on a solo ballerina twirling to the tinkle  
Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy 
until the lid snapped shut. 
 
  



So what if the soldier paid for sex before deployment, 
killed young Japs, peed in fear. So what 
if the girl left siblings to the camps, cried  
for pocket money, bore too cheaply to compensate  
the dead. Their stiff-necked stories languish 
in the store of lost things, not for sale. 



Lynn DeTurk: The Empty Table Seder 
2020, Covid 
 
We each dip a finger into the wine, 
it is deep and dark like the days we  
live through. The first drop is blood- 
red against the porcelain  
of the plate. It is a wound weeping  
through a bandage, the stained sheet  
of the wedding night.  
It shows we are still alive.  
 
My husband reads lead from his Haggadah,  
I am the sole respondent.  
This is no extended family gathering, 
everyone squeezed together, no stream  
of reuniting relatives with an undercurrent 
of friendly bickering. I look across 
the desolate landscape of the Seder table, 
empty chairs lining the sides. There is no  
need to ask why this night is different  
from any other night. We shelter in place 
as a new plague rages through the country. 
A smear of lamb’s blood on the doorsill  
will not protect us. 
 
My motza breaks, the shatter sends 
a spray of unleavened bread across my plate. 
Some crumbs absorb the wine turning into clots, 
deep, dark red against the pristine white. 
I stare down at them, see back through 



centuries of broken motza:  The flight 
from Egypt, wandering in the desert, 
persecutions, pogroms, the dark days  
of the holocaust.  It is a Jewish Trail of Tears  
told with tasteless cracker crumbs.  
 
It is today. 
  



Laurie Einstein Koszuta: Ordinary People 
 
I thought I knew them 
But many turned a blind eye. 
I kept searching for more than ordinary. 
But they weren’t always there.  
I kept searching for brave, for superhuman 
But they weren’t always there. 
Yet, in the light, there were  
Those  

who  
made a difference, 

By speaking up,  
Standing up, 
Preventing cruelty,  
By swearing off neutrality, 
By putting their lives at risk, 
and reaching out to the persecuted and oppressed. 

They became Extraordinary. 
 
But others were silent.  

They didn’t stop the hate,  
the ignorance 
the abusive power.  

 
I kept searching for them.  
Were they there? 
 
  



I will always reach for the inner core of the shell 
To try to find a world where people truly care 

about others  
who are  

ordinary like them.   
  



Kenneth Salzmann: One Day in Oswiecim* 
 
i. 
It hasn’t changed. The serene 
green countryside reaches 
toward a cloudless sky, and this 
land could be your land. 
 
ii. 
The oldest woman in town 
trembles a bit remembering 
an unsettling glow lighting 
her childhood, but this 
town could be your town. 
 
iii. 
There’s a playground now 
on the peaceful street 
where ghosts were born 
and legends linger, and this 
street could be your street. 
 
iv. 
The women in farmhouses 
and tidy village homes kept 
the curtains drawn so the 
children wouldn’t see, but this 
home could be your home. 
 
v. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2928063/Pictures-Oswiecim-Auschwitz-now.html


The world comes in buses now. 
Tourists stagger through history, 
pausing to catch their breath, 
inhaling reassurance that this 
history will not be their history. 
 
vi. 
It hasn’t changed. The serene 
green countryside reaches 
toward a cloudless sky, and this 
land may be your land. 
 
 
*A small city in Poland, better known by its German name, 
Auschwitz.  



 

Diane Gottlieb: At the Public Library—
Surrounded by the Likely 
--after Megan Fernandes  
 
I am being interrogated by all the things I do not believe in. 
But even in this room where our thoughts  
 
are still free, where the musty smell of page upon page bound  
hard between covers or paperbacks, especially here, I feel  
 
the weight of books burned in bonfires, set ablaze  
in some wild group-think frenzy. Like religion. 
  
Bodies too. But body-burning is less  
harried, more mechanical. Technical.  
 
And flesh incinerates to ash, leaving only teeth  
and bone. What shall I read today, I ask, restless  
 
in this room, contemplating bodies, the weight of them, 
surrounded 
by wood. Paper. Grain. At sleep away camp on Tisha B’Av  
 
movie upon movie forced upon us, scenes in black and white  
bodies upon bodies upon piles of more bodies. Ribs and 
hollowed  
 
cheeks. Hauntings. Those eyes haunt me still. The Holocaust  
Museum holds a room of shoes. Black. Red. Laces. Buckles. 



  
Men’s. Women’s. “Baby shoes. Never worn.” They’re not  
for sale. Another room—hair. Long. Short. Wisps. Whispers. 
 
Gray. Brown. Rumors. Lamp shades made of skin. I hear them  
pop. Hot bulbs singeing veins, swimming inside human husks.  
 
The smell of it. The librarians. They talk. They talk. Someone.  
Share with them the rule, the sacred rule. (What, I ask, is 
sacred?)  
 
There must be quiet in this room, this home of books, where 
books  
stand patient. Dumb. Waiting to be chosen. Which will be 
chosen? 
  
Organized. Efficient. Lined up on shelves. A system. Numbers.  
Printed on spines. Numbers. Tattooed on arms. How many 
 
millions. I hear there were six. Give or take.  
I used to sit by my living room window, look out  
 
at the blue-shingled house across the road. Would the neighbors  
hide us in their blue basement should they come for us? Would  
 
the neighbors feed us or toss us into fires? 
Mechanics, technology, efficiency. The whisper  
 
of ghosts between pages. Numbers. Any one, lots of ones, 
millions.  
Count them. One atop the other. I do not believe in religion,  



  
have no faith. In men, in women, in anyone who worships 
hatred,  
the metal bone, the bite of bullet. I trust no one who breathes 
flame. 
  



 

Julie Standig: Family Gathering 
 
Arbeit macht frei  
not quite a welcome sign, 
but it led me to the ovens. 
Took my breathe away, 
that air we shared. 
 
Flesh, hair, bones. 
 
They took the Kinder, 
on the trains they went, 
and we knew 
we knew 
we knew we would never 
see them again. 
 
Bones, hair, flesh 
 
My grandmother’s family, 
all except two, 
whole villages, 
some never had time for their tattoo, 
straight to the ovens. 
 
Hair, bones, flesh 
 
The metal door taunted, 
beckoned, threatened. 
I could smell their ashes. 



I saw exactly how 
they were pushed 
to one side 
to allow for more. 
 
Bones, flesh, hair 
 
How many? 
Did we look alike? 
Think alike? 
 
I stood 
where they stood. 
  



Julie Standig; These are their names  
      
I look left to the Danube. 
Budapest shoes, Krakow chairs.  
These are their names: 
Avram, Cyrla, Estha, Golda.               
 
Budapest shoes, Krakow chairs 
Old City alights in bitter blue night.  
Avram, Cyrla, Estha, Golda.               
Marble marks Treblinka’s transfer sight. 
 
Old City alights in bitter blue night, 
Leah, Malka, Miriam, Mordechai.  
Marble marks Treblinka’s transfer sight. 
Here where my family once stood. 
 
Leah, Malka, Miriam, Mordechai.          
Arbeit macht frei. 
Here where my family once stood. 
Mud, rocks, blood.  
 
Arbeit macht frei.   
Lost in the villages, lost in the trees.  
Mud, rocks, blood. 
Pinkas, Rebeka, Rela, Samuel.  
 
Lost in the villages, lost in the trees. 
Bedzin to Brooklyn, no way back. 
Pinkas, Rebeka, Rela, Samuel. 
Pretty glass candles line railroad tracks. 



 
These are their names. 
Pretty glass candles line railroad tracks. 
I look left to the Danube. 
Bedzin to Brooklyn, no way back. 
 
  



Eugene O'Hare: Lemons 
 
those ghosts who eat only lemons 
are the unjustly killed. 
all nationalities, creeds, skins- 
they eat their lemons in fists 
from the outside in. 
 
i saw a ghost in my vestibule 
with a mouth of chewed toffee. 
she had a good life. 
her heart now a clear bag of honey, 
her hair a spundle of sugar, bones 
of sweet clove rock. 
 
the roads from Cork to the mountains 
of Mourne are waxy and yellow 
with lemon skins. like the roads 
to Nanking, Jabalia, and the graves of Kurds. 
 
in Yemen the sky is spitting lemon pips. 
the sun’s mouth destroyed with blisters. 
  



Mandy Beattie: Bergen-Belsen — Nameless-
Numbers  
 
 I remember  
 
there were no birds, no bees, no buttercups  
 under our childish chins, only slapping-silence  
I remember  
 being frog-marched into a black and white photo- 

booth  
my gaze skittering around, across bones — 
 String-puppets under skin-canvas 
I remember 
 unmarked grave-mounds — Wombs of left-overs  
Air thick with yew-worms, as blank eyes tracked from lime  

periscopes 
 I remember 
the starched-grey couple holding out a camera 
 fingers air-cycling un-marked grave-mounds — Wombs  

of left-overs  
I remember 
 the starched-grey couple’s multiple-choice of nameless- 

numbers 
Their yoke of lilies laid at rest on any soil-sea-grave 
 I remember 
those thumbprints of the dead as tattoos   
 of more nameless-numbers in Palestine 
 

I remember 
  



Ken Owens: Foothill 
 
 
People fall down every day. 
You’ll have witnessed this, 
common, mundane, tragic. 
 
Old men, in particular, fall down. 
Some of them are unfortunate enough 
to spill down full flights of stairs. 
 
How might we treat the death 
of an old man found at the bottom 
of his Turin apartment stairs? 
 
Was this just an act of gravity 
and age conspiring together, 
a misstep, an untimely obituary? 
 
Or was he propelled by guilt? 
How death should have already served, 
survival, too much a burden. 
 
To be sixty-seven and see 
the world still burning 
four decades after the spark. 
 
To see the look of prisoners 
in the fading face of his mother, 
ninety-two and ill with cancer. 
 



We have no proof. Perhaps he 
is still in the foothills of the Alps, 
a young man, before capture. 
 
 
Primo Levi's Plunge: A Case Against Suicide (New York Times, 7th 
Aug, 1999) / Holocaust Chronicler Primo Levi Dies in Fall on Stairs 
(Los Angeles Times, 12th April, 1887)  



Colin Dardis: Unknown Memorials 
 
i. 
Fragments of their bone 
can still be found in forests, 
accidents for tourists. 
 
ii. 
Nearby villages 
in their daily acts of life, 
breathing in their flesh. 
 
iii. 
People normally 
do not get statues; instead 
they get graves, fires, pits. 
 
iv. 
Repeating the names: 
the scar, the wound, the healing, 
most, anonymous. 
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